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Abstract

With the advancements in social media and rising demand for real traffic information, the data shared in

vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) indicate that the size and amount of requested data will continue increasing.

Vehicles in the same area often have similar data downloading requests. If we ignore the common requests, the

resource allocation efficiency of the VANET system will be quite low. Motivated by this fact, we propose an

efficient and privacy-preserving data downloading scheme for VANETs, based on the edge computing concept. In

the proposed scheme, a roadside unit (RSU) can find the popular data by analyzing the encrypted requests sent from

nearby vehicles without having to sacrifice the privacy of their download requests. Further, the RSU caches the

popular data in nearby qualified vehicles called edge computing vehicles (ECVs). If a vehicle wishes to download the

popular data, it can download it directly from the nearby ECVs. This method increases the downloading efficiency

of the system. The security analysis results show that the proposed scheme can resist multiple security attacks.

The performance analysis results demonstrate that our scheme has reasonable computation and communication

overhead. Finally, the OMNeT++ simulation results indicate that our scheme has good network performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ith an increase in the number of vehicles and the rising popularity of on-board applications,

vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have attracted significant attention in the recent years.

As an important application of the Internet of Things (IoT),hardware devices and embedded systems

installed in vehicles enable communication among entitiesin VANETs; thus, significantly improving the

safety of drivers. Two of the most common communications of VANETs are vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)

communications and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications [1] [2].

In V2V communications, beacons or otherwise called basic safety messages (BSMs) containing the

velocity, steering-wheel angle, brake system status, etc.[3] are exchanged periodically among the vehicles.

V2V communications are insufficient in ensuring the driverssafety because each vehicle can only obtain

information from the nearby vehicles. As a supplement to V2Vcommunications, V2I communications

allow vehicles to request traffic-related and entertainment-related information from the nearby infrastruc-

tures, which can improve the traffic safety and driving experience.

Data downloading is a promising and practical application in VANETs. Further researches on automatic

driving have revealed that the demands for data downloadinghave been on a rise. This is so because real-

time traffic status awareness is based on the availability ofimage or video recognition [4]. For V2I

communications, cellular networks and the 802.11p wireless access are the two most common types of

communications. Vehicles can obtain traffic-related and entertainment-related content directly from the

service providers by using a cellular network, or indirectly from roadside infrastructures by using IEEE

802.11p protocol. Due to the high speed of the vehicles, downloading bulk data, such as videos or high-

quality images, using a cellular network can be expensive. In addition, when mobile data demands are

larger than usual, a cellular network can face network jam problems.

An efficient method to solve the cellular network problem is enabling the vehicles to retrieve content

from a roadside unit (RSU), instead of obtaining it directlyfrom the content service provider (CSP) using

a cellular network. The links between the RSUs and vehicles have a relatively high bandwidth and low

latency. The data downloading ability provided by RSUs to the nearby vehicles is also known as drive-thru

Internet [5], which has received considerable attention inthe past decade. However, this technique has its

own innate defects. Firstly, the number of RSUs deployed along the road is limited. Secondly, excessive

data access demands might exceed the network loads of RSUs.

To address the limitations of drive-thru Internet, a cooperative downloading method can be used. As



known, vehicles have large velocities in a real scenario, which leads to momentary link connections with

the RSU. For large size data, there is a high probability thatvehicles would fail to download the data

completely. Besides, the vehicles that are on the edge of thecommunication coverage of the RSU have

a weak communication link, which means that it is difficult for these vehicles to directly download data

from the RSU. With the use of a cooperative downloading method, vehicles that have good communication

links with the RSU can help the nearby vehicles to download data. Further, this technique can reduce

the medium access control (MAC) layer collisions, and enhance the network reliability and transmission

throughput of VANETs [6]–[8].

Security and privacy are two critical issues in the cooperative downloading research area of VANETs.

The data downloaded from vehicles are mainly traffic-related or entertainment-related. For traffic-related

data, any modification or injection may negatively affect the traffic safety, and the situation is more serious

in case of autonomous driving as the modification of the sensor or camera data can alter the driving strategy.

For entertainment-related data, the downloading requestsare often related to identity privacies. Therefore,

it is necessary to consider the security and privacy factorsin cooperative data downloading of VANETs

[9] [10].

Several representative schemes have been proposed to solvethe security and privacy issues of data

downloading in VANETs. Hao et al. [9] were the first to consider these issues in the data downloading

area of VANETs. In their proposed scheme, they used ellipticcurve, symmetric key encryption, and

a hash function to secure data downloading between the vehicles and RSU, thus, guaranteeing the

privacy of the vehicles requests and authentication of the downloaded data. However, their proposed

scheme did not support cooperative downloading and failed to satisfy several security requirements

such as conditional privacy-preserving and resistance to the man-in-the-middle attack. Hao et al. [11]

further developed a secure cooperative data downloading framework. They used bilinear pairing-based

broadcast encryption and symmetric key encryption algorithms to ensure secure data downloading, and

proposed a location-based data sharing protocol where relay and downloading vehicles could collaborate

to download data. However, in terms of security and privacy,their proposed scheme could only consider

the confidentiality of the downloaded data and did not consider its authentication, and, thus, failed to

satisfy some necessary security requirements of VANETs. Lai et al. [12] proposed a secure incentive

scheme for reliable cooperative downloading. In this scheme, few proxy vehicles were elected to assist the

nearby vehicles to cooperatively download data fairly and reliably. Further, a Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL)



signature-based incentive mechanism was designed to stimulate cooperation and reduce the authentication

overhead. However, as these schemes were constructed on bilinear pairing, the operation costs involved

were relatively large.

The existing representative secure cooperative data downloading schemes [11] [12] have the following

limitations. Firstly, they are not lightweight in terms of the cryptography methods being used. Secondly,

they do not consider the detailed election strategy of the relay vehicles that is responsible for cooperative

downloading data. It needs to be noted that not all of the vehicles are suitable to act as relay vehicles.

Besides, the data downloading processes in their respective schemes require RSU being online all the

time. Thirdly, the most important limitation is that a critical phenomenon has not been considered in

these schemes, i.e., as mentioned by Magaia et al. [13], vehicles in the same area will often have the

same requests for some popular data, which means that these popular data could be downloaded with a

high frequency. For example, vehicles in the same area oftencare about local traffic information, such as

future weather and local news. If we neglect the data requestfeature, the downloading efficiency of the

entire system will be relatively low.

To solve the limitations of the existing schemes, we proposea secure and privacy-preserving cooperative

downloading scheme that considers high-frequency requested data and is constructed using lightweight

cryptography methods. The primary process of the proposed scheme can be divided into two stages,

namely a non-accelerated stage and an accelerated stage. Inthe non-accelerated stage, the CSP periodically

broadcasts a content list that mentions the provided data. If a vehicle wants to download the data contained

in the list, it sends encrypted requests to the CSP and local RSU, respectively, and downloads the data

from the CSP through the RSU. After collecting a certain number of encrypted requests, the system

enters the accelerated stage. In this stage, the RSU analyzes the encrypted requests sent from the nearby

vehicles to obtain the request frequency information. It, then, selects appropriate qualified vehicles called

edge computing vehicles (ECVs) to buffer the high-frequency requested data. If a vehicle is near ECVs, it

can directly download the popular data from the nearby vehicles that store them. Hence, the downloading

process for popular data gets accelerated. For popular dataprovided by a CSP, ECVs act not just consumers,

which download data from the CSP, but also data providers, which provide a partial downloading service

for the nearby vehicles. The essence of the idea lies in the use of the edge computing concept.

A. Contribution

The main contributions of this study are as follows:



(a) non-accelerated stage (b) accelerated stage

Fig. 1. Data downloading phases

1) Firstly, we consider the high-frequency requested (popular) data phenomenon in the secure cooper-

ative downloading scenario of VANETs, i.e., vehicles in thesame area often have the same requests

for some popular data. Further, we propose an edge computing-based secure and privacy-preserving

cooperative downloading scheme to accelerate the data downloading process for popular data.

2) The proposed scheme is constructed using lightweight cryptography methods, such as elliptic-

curve cryptography, the TESLA broadcast authentication, and additive homomorphic encryption

algorithms, instead of computationally expensive bilinear pairing-based cryptosystems.

3) A fuzzy-logic-based election strategy is designed to select qualified vehicles (ECVs) for collaborative

downloading where popular data can be directly downloaded from ECVs. Compared to the existing

schemes that rely on vehicles in the transmission path and the RSU simultaneously for collaborative

downloading, the proposed scheme is identified to be more efficient.

4) Security analysis shows that the proposed scheme can satisfy all the necessary security requirements

of VANETs. Further, the results of OMNeT++ simulation experiments demonstrate that the proposed

scheme shows network performance benefits over the existingrepresentative schemes.

B. Organization

In section II, we introduce the related work. In section III,the background of the proposed scheme is

demonstrated. The main process of the proposed scheme can bedivided into two parts, the non-accelerated

and accelerated stages, as shown in section IV and V, respectively. In section VI, we prove and analyze

the security of the proposed scheme. In section VII, we analyze the performances of the proposed scheme.

Finally, the conclusion of the proposed scheme is provided in section VIII.



II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Sharing/Downloading Research

Zhang et al. [14] proposed a novel protocol called vehicularcooperative media access control, which

used the cooperative communication concept to solve the entertainment information and television com-

munication of VANETs. In their paper, a part of trusted usersact as relay vehicles to forward packets sent

from nearby vehicles. And the total system throughput can begreatly enhanced than former schemes. Saad

et al. [6] first proposed a novel cooperative strategy among RSUs in VANETs while former works focused

on non-cooperative methods for vehicle-to-RSU communication. They modeled the issue as a coalition

formation game and proposed a solution for coalitions amongRSUs based on game theory. Hao et al.

[11] proposed a secure cooperative data downloading framework for paid services in VANETs. In their

work, vehicles can download data from RSU when they are within the coverage of RSU and share the

downloaded data to the vehicles which are out of coverage of RSU. They designed an application layer data

sharing protocol which can avoid collisions in MAC layer. Besides, they first addressed the security and

privacy issues in data sharing problem of VANETs. Lai et al. [12] proposed a secure incentive scheme to

achieve fair and reliable cooperative downloading for VANETs. In their scheme, the virtual check method

was used to achieve incentive mechanism which can motivate vehicles to help each other download large

files. Besides, the aggregating CL-signature was used to ensure the security of their scheme.

B. Security and Privacy Research

Since messages exchanged by vehicles often involve the safety of drivers, messages need to be authenti-

cated before retrieving the inside content. Raya et al. [15]proposed a message authentication scheme based

on public key infrastructure which can guarantee that messages exchanged by vehicles are authenticated.

However, their scheme used digital certificates that could bring high computational and storage overhead.

Besides, batch authentication was not supported in their scheme that would limit the performance of

message authentication. Zhang et al. [16] proposed a RSU-aided message authentication scheme. In their

scheme, the authentication tasks of messages exchanged by vehicles were processed by RSU. And batch

authentication was supported that could speed up the efficiency of message authentication. The computing

capacities of vehicles are limited, which means that vehicles are inadequate to authenticate messages

within the specified time in high-density environment. To solve the issue, Chim et al. [17] proposed a

novel message authentication scheme based on bloom filter. The message authentication task of messages



exchanged by vehicles are processed by RSUs, and vehicles can receive the message authentication results

from bloom filters sent by RSUs. The novel method enhanced theefficiency of the entire VANETs system

because the redundant authentication is reduced greatly.

Traditional schemes are often based on bilinear pairing that is costly in terms of computational overhead.

He et al. [18] proposed an elliptic-curve-cryptography (ECC)-based scheme instead of using bilinear

pairings. The computation overhead is significantly reduced by discarding the bilinear paring operation.

After the emergence of the scheme proposed by He et al. [18], many improved ECC-based schemes have

been proposed. Cui et al. [19] proposed a message authentication scheme based on Cuckoo filters [20]

and binary searching method in which the message authentication success rate in the batch authentication

phase is much higher than traditional schemes. Zhong et al. [21] proposed a conditional privacy-preserving

message authentication scheme based on the registration list. The communication overhead was significant-

ly reduced compared with traditional related schemes, because more lightweight cryptography methods

were used. Dua et al. [22] proposed a secure message authentication key exchange scheme based on ECC

technique. In their scheme, CH (Cluster Head) vehicles are responsible for messages authentication of

vehicles in its proximity that can decrease the computationburden of TA. Although ECC based schemes

have the computational advantage over bilinear pairing based schemes, the scheme still have one obvious

weakness. As known, signing and verifying one data packet both have relatively high overhead which

means that ECC based schemes are not robustness to distribute-denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks and

packet loss attacks especially in broadcast application scenario [23]. For example, malicious attackers can

deliberately fabricate a lot of invalid signatures which can occupy many CPU resources of vehicles and

disturb normal communication. Studer et al. [24] proposed anew hybrid authentication scheme based on

ECDSA signing algorithm [25] and TESLA [23]. Their scheme can provide fast authentication and non-

repudiation. Chen et al. [26] proposed an efficient broadcast authentication scheme that can defend both

computation-based DoS attacks and memory-based DoS attacks. Besides, vehicles can achieve instant

verification by designing a mechanism to make vehicles have the ability to predict future beacons in

advance.

C. Edge Computing Research

Traditional cloud computing technology is not qualified forthe scenario where a large quantity of

data are produced. Shi et al. [27] introduced the edge computing concept to Internet of Things (IoT)

field. Edge computing or fog computing is gaining popularityand being increasingly deployed in various



latency-sensitive application domains including industrial IoT [28]. The edge of the IoT acts as not only

the consumer but also the producer, i.e., some traditional cloud services can be transferred to the edge

node of network, which can achieve some good effects like better offloading, lower latency and so on.

Zhang et al. [29] proposed a hierarchical cloud-based vehicular edge computing framework for offloading

service. They used Stackelberg game model to optimize the resource allocation between vehicle edge

computing services. Huang et al. [30] proposed a control scheme for offloading vehicular communication

traffic. They first proposed an architecture based on Software Define Network (SDN) inside Mobile Edge

Computing (MEC) concept. Feng et al. [31] proposed an autonomous vehicular edge framework that aims

to manage resources on vehicles efficiently. They designed ascheduling algorithm based on ant colony

optimization to solve the resource allocation problem of computing loads of vehicles.

III. B ACKGROUND

A. Network Model

As shown in Fig. 2, the VANETs system model used in our paper mainly contains four kinds of entities:

trust authority (TA), roadside unit (RSU), the vehicle equipped with On-Board Unit (OBU), and content

service provider (CSP).

• TA : TA acts as the registration center of RSUs and OBUs and is trusted by all entities in VANETs.

The main responsibility of TA is to issue key material to RSUsand OBUs. The connections between

TA and RSU, RSU and OBU are wired connection and wireless connection respectively. The secure

communication between TA and RSU is guaranteed by a secure transmission protocol. In addition,

to provide services for vehicles, TA also supervises the behavior of vehicles, i.e., it has the ability

to reveal the real identity from messages sent from a vehicle. In order to avoid single point failure

and improve the system reliability, redundant TAs are usually set up.

• RSU: RSU is deployed on the roadside, acts as the bridge between TA and vehicles, and mainly

responsible for providing network access service to nearbyvehicles. On the one hand, the traffic-

related information and entertainment content can be transmitted to vehicles by RSU. On the other

hand, driving data collected from sensors on vehicles can betransmitted to DMV by RSU [19]. In

our model, RSU is assumed to have enough storage space and computation resources to cache a

certain number of data packets.



• Vehicle: Vehicles play the most core role that are responsible for periodically broadcasting beacons(or

so-called Basic Safety Message) [3] to improve traffic efficiency and driving safety. Each vehicle is

equipped with a tamper-proof device (TPD) [32] to store received key material from the TA securely

and we assume TPD unhackable. In our model, vehicles are divided into two types: ordinary vehicle

(OV) and edge computing vehicle (ECV). A part of ordinary vehicles that have relatively better

storage performance, more appropriate velocity and location are elected as ECVs. ECVs cache a part

of high-frequency requested data and OVs can directly retrieve data from nearby ECVs if the data

have been stored in the buffer memory of ECVs.

• CSP: In our scheme, CSP is the generic term of all content serviceproviders, which is responsible

for providing traffic-related or entertainment services tovehicles.

Fig. 2. The model of VANETs.

B. Security Objectives

The proposed scheme can achieve the following security objectives:

1) Message Authentication and Integrity: The receiver authenticates the message to ensure it is complete

and has not been tampered with, i.e., the message receiver must determine the legitimacy of the

message owner, whether the message is fabricated, and whether the message has been modified

before retrieving the content contained in the message.

2) Identity Privacy-Preserving: In order to protect the identity privacy, the vehicle uses the pseudo-

identity to send all messages. Any third party except for TA can not calculate the real identity of

the vehicle through the messages.



3) Traceability: TA can trace the real identity of the vehicle by analyzing its pseudo identity extracted

from its message but any malicious adversary does not have the ability.

4) Replay Attack Resistant: If malicious attackers resend the existing messages, the receiver determines

whether the message is expired or not by checking the timestamp attached to the message, and rejects

the expired message to avoid a replay attack.

5) DDoS Attack Resistant: The scheme can resist DDoS attack launched by attackers who could send

a lot of useless data packets to cause the network congestion.

6) Man-in-the-middle Attack Resistant: The adversary can not forge as a legal entity to modify the

messages transmitted between two entities for interrupting the normal communications.

C. Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem

In 1984, Miller applied the elliptic curve to cryptography for the first time [33]. After Kobilitz built

the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [34] with elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP), ECC

began to be widely applied to encryption, protocol, and other safety-related areas. LetFp be a finite field,

which is determined by a prime numberp. Let a set of elliptic curve pointsE over be defined by the

equation:y2 = x3+ax+b mod p, wherea, b ∈ Fp. Let the point at infinity beO, thenO and other points

on E make up an additive elliptic curve groupG with the orderq and other generatorP . The elliptic

curve groupG has the three following properties.

• Additive: LetP andQ be two points of groupG. If P is not equal toQ, then we can getR = P +Q

whereR is the intersection ofE and the straight line connectingP andQ. If P = Q, thenR = P+Q.

If P = −Q, thenP +Q = O.

• Scalar point multiplication: LetP ∈ G and m ∈ Z∗
q , the scalar multiplication ofE is defined as

m · P = P + P + · · ·+ P .

• Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP): Given two randomly generated points, it is

difficult to calculatex ∈ Z∗
q in the case of known two pointsP,Q = xP ∈ G.

• Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie Hellman Problem (ECCDHP): Given one tuple{P, xP ∈ G, yP ∈

G} where x, y ∈R Z∗
q , the advantage for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)adversary to

calculatexyP ∈ G is negligible.



D. TESLA protocol

TESLA [23] is an efficient broadcast authentication protocol that has very low communication and

computation overhead compared with traditional signature-based authentication protocol. In TESLA,

purely symmetric cryptographic functions are used. The sender first randomly chooses a secret keykn,

calculateski(iε[0,n]) = H i(kn) in whichH() denotes the one-way hash function, and then formulates a hash

chain {k0, k1, ..., kn} for time interval{I0, I1, ..., In}. Moreover, the sender uses a second hash function

H
′

to derive the authentication keyk
′

i = H
′

(ki) which is used to compute the MACs of messages. To

authentication the message sent from the sender inIi, the receiver waits ford(d ≥ 1) intervals to get the

key ki for Ii, and check the validity of the message by checking the corresponding MAC using keyki.

Although TESLA is a lightweight authentication scheme thathas very low computation overhead, it can’t

provide non-repudiation. An effective remedy is signed theinitial secret keyk0 using a digital signature

algorithm.

E. Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption is a cryptographic technique basedon computational complexity theory

of mathematical problems. Processing the encrypted data toobtain an output, decrypting the output,

and the result is the same as that obtained by processing the unencrypted data in the same way. In

essence, homomorphic encryption refers to such an encryption function, which performs ring addition and

multiplication on the plain text and then encrypts it, performs corresponding operations on the ciphertext

after encryption, and the result is equivalent. In our paper, we use the Paillier cryptosystem [35] and the

basic form is shown asDec(Enc(m1) · Enc(m2)) = m1 +m2.

F. Fuzzy Logic Control System

A fuzzy control system is a control system based on fuzzy logic mathematical system that analyzes

analog input values in terms of logical variables that take on continuous values between 0 and 1, in

contrast to classical or digital logic, which operates on discrete values of either 1 or 0 (true or false,

respectively). Fuzzy logic is widely used in machine control. The term fuzzy refers to the fact that the

logic involved can deal with concepts that cannot be expressed as true or false but rather as partially true.

Fuzzy logic has the advantage that the solution to the problem can be cast in terms that human operators

can understand, so that their experience can be used in the design of the controller. This makes it easier



to mechanize tasks that are already successfully performedby humans [36] [37] [38]. A typical fuzzy

logic control system mainly contains the following three steps:

• Fuzzification Fuzzification refers to the process which converts the crispinput value to the fuzzy

value.

• Fuzzy rules definingThe fuzzy rules are several If-Then statements which input several fuzzy values

and output a fuzzy value.

• Defuzzification Defuzzification is responsible for choosing an appropriaterepresentative value as a

final output which is a crisp value. The most common defuzzification method is the center of gravity

(COG) method.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS TABLE

Notations Definitions
TA,RSU,CSP,Vi Trusted authority, roadside unit, content service provider, and vehicle respectively

E An elliptic curvey2 = x3 + ax+ b mod p
G An additive elliptic curve generated by base pointP with orderq

s,Ppub System private keys and public keyPpub = sP respectively
x,PKRSU Private keyy and public keyPKRSU of RSU respectively
y,PKCSP Private keyy and public keyPKCSP of CSP respectively

H1,H2,H3,H4,H,H
′

Secure one-way collision-resistant hash functions
lcm, gcd Least common multiple and greatest common divisor respectively
MACk(·) Message authentication code

PIDi,RIDi,PWDi The pseudo identity, real identity, and password of vehicleVi respectively
⊕

,‖ Bitwise xor and concatenation operations respectively
Ti Message sending timestamp

IV. NON-ACCELERATED STAGE OF OUR PROPOSEDSCHEME

The non-accelerate stage of our proposed scheme can be divided into several steps. Firstly, vehicles and

RSUs get initialized by the TA, i.e., they receive necessarysecurity parameters and key materials from TA,

which are the bases for future secure communications. Secondly, CSP broadcasts the content service list

(CSL) that includes the brief introduction of the data it canprovide and is secured by TESLA algorithm.

Thirdly, vehicles authenticate the legality of CSL, establish the session keys with CSP for encrypting

requests to CSP, and send encrypted requests that are secured by a designed elliptic-curve-cryptography-

based signature algorithm to RSU and CSP respectively. Finally, vehicles download the content sent from

CSP through RSU.



A. System Initialization

At the system initialization phase, both RSUs and vehicles receive some necessary key material and

parameters from TA, and vehicles need to choose a pseudo identity. The key material and parameters

transmission between TA and RSUs can be processed easily because their connections are special secure

wired networks. However, the connections between TA and vehicles are insecure wireless networks which

are vulnerable to all kinds of attacks. Hence the initial keymaterial and parameters between TA and

vehicles need to be processed on some special occasions suchas vehicle inspection under a pre-defined

strategy. The detailed steps of system initialization phase are as follows:

1) TA randomly chooses two large primesp and q, a non-singular elliptic curveE which is defined

as y2 = x3 + ax + bmod p, and a random generator elementP that generates the additive elliptic

curve groupG with orderq.

2) TA randomly chooses the system private keys ∈ Z∗
q and calculates the corresponding system public

key Ppub = sP .

3) TA randomly chooses RSU’s private keyx ∈ Z∗
q and calculates RSU’s public keyPKRSU = xP .

4) TA randomly chooses CSP’s private keyy ∈ Z∗
q and calculates CSP’s public keyPKCSP = yP .

5) TA chooses three secure hash functionsH1 : G× {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q , H2 : G× {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q ,

H3 : G → Z∗
q , H4 : {0, 1}

∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q , two secure one-way functionsH,H

′

: Z∗
q → Z∗

q , and

MAC function MACk(m) = H1(k⊕ opad‖H1(k⊕ ipad‖m)) whereopad andipad both denote the

padding constants.

6) TA assigns unique real identityRIDi and passwordPWDi to each vehicleVi, preloadsPWDi, RIDi, s

to the TPD of each vehicle, and sends the private keyx, y to RSU and CSP separatively through

secure channels.

7) RSU chooses two primesp1 andp2 randomly, calculatesn = p1 · p2 andλ = lcm(p1, p2), chooses

a random numberg ∈ Z∗
n2, and sendsn andg to TA.

8) TA publishes the system public parameters and functions{p, q, a, b, n, g, P,G, Ppub, PKRSU , PKCSP ,

H1, H2, H,H
′

,MAC} to all vehicles, RSUs and CSP through public channels.

B. Content List Broadcast

In order to provide the content downloading service to vehicles, CSP needs to broadcast a list that

describes what kind of content it can provide. The list in ourscheme is called Content Service List



(CSL). The structure of CSL mainly contains three parts: index, description, and length where the index

item is used to locate the content, the description item is the short description about the provided content,

and the length is the byte size of the content. We give an example of CSL as shown in Table II.

After CSP is ready for CSL, it needs to broadcast CSL to vehicles so that vehicles can download the

content of interest. However, CSL is easy to be modified or fabricated if no authentication mechanism

piggyback. Since CSL is one kind of broadcast application, broadcast authentication protocol rather than

digital signature protocol is more suitable for guaranteeing the authentication of CSL. In our proposed

scheme, we use TESLA algorithm [23] to guarantee the authentication of CSL, which can increase the

strength to resist DDoS attack. The detailed steps are as follows.

1) Hash Chain Generation: Firstly, CSP splits the timeline into a sequence of intervals, which are re-

marked asI0, I1, ..., It. Secondly, CSP chooses a secretKt randomly, continues to perform hash oper-

ation to produce sequence{K0, K1, ..., Kt}, and gets the chained private key sequence{K
′

0, K
′

1, ..., K
′

t}

for different time intervals by chained computingKi−1 = H(Ki)(1 ≤ i ≤ t) andK
′

i = H
′

(K
′

i)(0 ≤

i ≤ t). The processes are as shown in Fig. 3.

2) Initial Key Broadcast: CSP needs to sign the initial keyK0 using ECDSA signing algorithm and

its secret keyy, and broadcasts messagem0 = {Ti, K0, ECDSA Signy(K
′

0 ‖ Ti)} periodically.

It is noteworthy that only TESLA algorithm can not provide non-repudiation and a solution is to

sign the initial secret keyK0. And periodically broadcast ofm0 is to ensure that the new incoming

vehicle can still authenticate the validity ofCSL.

3) CSL Broadcast: CSP prepares the newest CSL, calculates current time interval Ii, and broadcasts

messagemi = {Ti, CSL,MACKi
(CSL|Ti), Ki−1}.

TABLE II
THE STRUCTURE OFCSL

Index Description Length

0 The traffic flow information of Beijing downtown 10KB

1 Piano music 3MB

2 Weather forecast for today 5KB

... ... ...

255 City map of Shanghai 8MB



Fig. 3. The hash chain generation process.

C. Content Request from Vehicles

After the vehicle determines the specific content request, it needs to send the request to CSP and RSU.

Because the content request involves user privacy, it should be encrypted. Since the content requests sent

to RSU are only used to analyze the access frequency and RSU does not have the ability to get the content

request of single-vehicle, homomorphic encryption is a good choice to encrypt the request sent to RSU.

The detailed steps are as follows.

1) CSL Authentication: After receiving CSL from CSP,Vi needs to verify the validity of CSL because

CSL may be modified by malicious attackers during transmission process. Firstly,Vi checks the

messagem0 = {Ti, K0, ECDSA Signy(K0 ‖ Ti)} using ECDSA verifying algorithm and public

keyPKCSP of CSP. If valid,Vi checks the validity of receivedmi. Secondly,Vi verifies the validity

of received keyKi−1 by following the one-way key chain back toK0. If valid, the receivedKi−1

can be used to check the validity of former messagemi−1 sent from CSP. In the same way, the

validity of mi can be checked after receivingmi+1 in the next time interval.

2) Key Agreement Between CSP and Vehicles: Vehicle Vi selects a random numberri ∈ Z∗
q , and

calculates the pseudo identityPIDi = {PID1
i , P ID2

i } wherePID1
i = ri · P , PID2

i = RIDi ⊕

H3(ri · Ppub). Next, Vi chooses a random numberz ∈ Z∗
p , calculatesZ = zP and the signature

σi = s · H1(PIDi ‖ Ti) + ri · H2(Z ‖ Ti), and sends message{PIDi, Z, Ti, σi} to CSP. It is

worth noting thatPIDi is a one-time pseudo identity, i.e.,ri is regenerated for a new message, to

resist chosen message attack (CMA) for the signature. Afterreceiving the message, CSP verifies

the message by checking Equation (1). If the condition is true, CSP calculatesKCSP = H(y · Z).

σi · P
?
= H1(PIDi ‖ Ti) · Ppub +H2(Z ‖ Ti) · PID1

i (1)

3) Encryption of The Request Sent to RSU: First, Vi converts the index of the content that it wants to

download into the binary format. The format of the download requests is expressed as the binary set



{S1(v), S2(v), ..., Sm(v)}, where the last bit ofSv
i denotes whetherVi want to download No.i content

and the bit length ofSv
i is equal to the base-2 logarithm of the max number of vehiclesthat one RSU

can provide access services. For example, ifVi wants to download No.1 and No.4 content, the request

binary set ofVi is {001, 000, 000, 001}. Next, Vi selects a random numberxi ∈ Z∗
n that satisfies

gcd(xi, n) = 1 and computes its encrypted request binary setCi = gS1(v)‖S2(v)‖...‖Sm(v)xn
i mod n2.

Last,Vi signsCi by computingσi = s ·H1(PIDi ‖ Ti) + ri ·H4(Ci ‖ Ti), and sends{Ci, Ti, σi} to

RSU.

4) Encryption of The Request Sent to CSP: After Vi determines the content it wants to download, it

encrypts the index of the content by calculatingC
′

i = EncKVi
({S1(v), S2(v), ..., Sm(v)}), where

Enc denotes the AES encryption algorithm andKi denotes the session key that is computed by

Ki = H(z · PKCSP ). Next, Vi calculates the signatureσi = s ·H1(PIDi) + ri · H4(C
′

i ‖ Ti), and

sends{C
′

i , Ti, σi} to CSP.

D. Downloading Process

After CSP receives the encrypted requestC
′

i from Vi, it firstly verifies the signature by checking

the conditionσi · p
?
= H1(PIDi ‖ Ti) · Ppub + H(C

′

i ‖ Ti) · PID1
i . If valid, CSP will decrypt the

encrypted request by computingDecKCSP
(C

′

i), whereDec denotes the AES decryption algorithm. Next,

CSP finds the corresponding content set which is remarked asCSi, and computes its signatureσCSP =

ECDSA Signy(CSi). Last, CSP sends{CSi, σCSP} to the RSU which is responsible to transmit the

content toVi. After receiving {CSi, σCSP}, Vi can check the legality of the data by using ECDSA

verification algorithm andPKCSP to check the signature signed by CSP.It is worth noting that the data

sent from RSU can be plaintext or ciphertext that could be encrypted using attribute based encryption

(ABE) algorithm for access control.

V. ACCELERATED STAGE OF OUR PROPOSEDSCHEME

The accelerated stage of our proposed scheme can be divided into several steps. Firstly, RSU analyzes

the downloading frequency of the requested data by resolving the aggregated encrypted requests sent

from nearby vehicles, and knows which data are the most popular. Secondly, RSU selects several ECVs

from nearby vehicles using a fuzzy-logic-based election method. Finally, ECVs buffer the data that are

corresponding to high-frequency requests to nearby ECVs, and the vehicle with requests for these popular

data can directly download them from nearby ECVs.



A. The Analysis of Vehicle Requests by RSU

After RSU gets enough encrypted requests of nearby vehicles, it can analyze the frequency of recent data

downloading. Letk denote the number of received downloading request sets in one period. Firstly, RSU

authenticates the legality of the batch of requests by checking σi·P = ·H1(PIDi)Ppub+PID1
i ·H4(C

′

i ‖ Ti)

one by one (or using batch verification technology [39]),andaggregates the encrypted requestsCsum by

computing Equation (2). Secondly, RSU calculatesµ = (L(gλ mod n2))−1 mod n, where function

L(x) = (x − 1)/n. Finally, RSU can get the frequency informationFI =
∑k

v=0 S0(v) ‖
∑k

v=0 S1(v) ‖

... ‖
∑k

v=0 Sm(v) = L(Cλ
sum mod n2) · µ mod n.

It is worth noting that RSU can get the data downloading frequency information byFI. For example,

assuming that CSP provides up to four kinds of services and RSU has received data downloading requests

from eight vehicles that is as shown in Table III. After analyzing the encrypted requests from the eight

vehicles, RSU can determine that the index of the most popular content are No.0 and No.1 content.

Csum =

k
∏

i=0

Ci mod n2

=

k
∏

i=0

g(S0(i)‖S1(i)‖...‖Sm(i))xn
i mod n2

= g
∑k

i=0
(S0(i)‖S1(i)‖...‖Sm(i))

(

k
∏

i=0

xi

)n

mod n2

= g(
∑k

i=0
S0(i)‖

∑k
i=0

S1(i)‖...‖
∑k

i=0
Sm(i))

(

k
∏

v=0

xi

)n

modn2

(2)

TABLE III
DOWNLOADING REQUEST SET OF THE EXAMPLE

Index v
Index i

0 1 2 3

0 000 001 000 000
1 001 001 000 000
2 001 001 000 000
3 001 000 000 000
4 000 000 000 000
5 001 001 000 000
6 000 001 000 000
7 001 001 001 000

∑7
i=0(Sj(i)) 101 110 001 000



B. The Election Strategy of ECVs

After RSU knows which contents are the most popular, it can buffer these popular content to some

vehicles to increase the success rate and efficiency of downloading high-frequency requested content. It

is obvious that we can not cache these popular content to all nearby vehicles because of the limitation of

wireless resource. So we need to choose some representativevehicles (ECVs) that have relatively better

qualifications than ordinary vehicles. Since ECVs need to buffer some popular content, large storage

space is the necessary requirement. Besides, vehicles thathave lower speeds and are located in high-

density area, bring a higher probability to transmit the data to nearby vehicles successfully. Traditional

sorting methods are not suitable for ECVs election because sorting methods need to collect enough data

which brings high latency. Luckily, fuzzy logic can solve the election problem timely and efficiently.

To estimate the computation overhead brought by fuzzy logiccontrol system, we have implemented the

following fuzzification, fuzzy rules mapping, defuzzification processes using Scikit-fuzzy library [40], and

the average computation overhead for one decision is about 1.5ms.

Fuzzification: We use the following membership function to convert the size of storage space and

velocity to fuzzy values.

1) Storage space factor: ECVs need to cache some popular content which means that large storage

space is the necessary requirement. We define storage space metric as Equation (3), whereS denotes

the predefined max storage space for caching popular content, RSS(x) denotes the rest storage space

size. The membership function ofRSS(x) is as shown in Fig. 4a.

SM(x) =











RSS(x)
S

, RSS(x) < S

1, RSS(x) ≥ S

(3)

2) Vehicle Service Stability: ECVs, which are responsible for serving for nearby vehicles, should locate

in the area where the communication quality with RSU is good and be slow because low speed

provides better stability. We define vehicle service stability metric as Equation (4), whereV (x)

denotes the velocity of the vehicle, andl ∈ R means that the vehicle is in high-density area where

the network channel contention is relatively frequent. Themembership function ofRSS(x) is as

shown in Fig. 4b.

V SM(x, l) =











1
3
+ 2

3
× (1− V (x)

MAXy∈SV (y)
), l ∈ R

2
3
× (1− V (x)

MAXy∈SV (y)
), l /∈ R

(4)
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(a) SM membership function
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(b) VSM membership function
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(c) Output membership function

Fig. 4. SM, VSM, and output membership functions.

Fuzzy Rules: The fuzzy values calculated inFuzzificationstep are mapped to linguistic values using

IF-THEN rules and Min-Max method. And the fuzzy rules are as shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV
FUZZY RULES

Rule Distance Performance Rank
Rule1 Short Good Very Good
Rule2 Short Medium Good
Rule3 Short Bad Unpreferable
Rule4 Medium Good Good
Rule5 Medium medium Unpreferable
Rule6 Medium Bad Bad
Rule7 Long Good Unpreferable
Rule8 Long Medium Bad
Rule9 Long Bad Very Bad

Defuzzification: In our scheme, the fuzzy result is defuzzified using Center of Gravity method which

is calculated byOV =
∫

µ(x)x dx/
∫

µ(x) dx and output membership function is shown in Fig. 4c. And

the closer the output valueOV is to 1, the more suitable the vehicle is to become ECV. We predefine a

constant valuek as a threshold. IfOV ≥ k, Vi will be elected as an ECV.

C. Downloading Process

Through the above two steps, some qualified vehicles become ECVs and the most popular data get

determined. Hence RSU can send these popular data to nearby vehicles, and if any vehicle in the proximity

of ECVs wants to download any one of these popular data, it candirectly download the data from the

nearby ECVs. It is worth noting that data provided by CSL are identified by indexes and these popular

were transmitted to vehicles through RSU in non-accelerated stage, so RSU can directly find these popular

data from its buffer memory or download the data again from CSP through high-bandwidth wired network.



VI. SECURITY PROOF AND ANALYSIS

A. Security Proof

Theorem 1. The ECC-based signature in our proposed scheme is secure against adaptive chosen message

attacks.

Proof. Let A denote the adversary which is running in polynomial time against our proposed scheme in

the random oracle model. The adversaryA has a high authority to control the communications in VANETs.

In particularly,A can monitor, modify and even fabricate messages. LetC denote the challenger who could

solve the ECDLP problem with a non-negligible probability by runningA as a subroutine.C simulates

oracles which are queried byA as the following steps.

Setup: Firstly, the secure parametern is chosen as the input of Setup algorithm. Secondly,C chooses

the system private keys and calculates the corresponding system public keyPpub = sP . Finally, C sends

public parameter set{P, q, G,E, Ppub} to A.

H1 hash query: C produces a empty listLH1
. After receiving the query with the message〈PIDi, Ti〉

from A, C checks whether the set〈PIDi, Ti, τH1
〉 is in the listLH1

or not. If not,C chooses a number

τH1
∈ Z∗

q randomly, adds the set〈PIDi, Ti, τH1
〉 into the listLH1

and sendsτH1
= H1(PIDi, Ti) to A.

Otherwise,C directly sendsτH1
to A.

H2 hash query: C produces a empty listLH2
. After receiving the query with the messageMi from

A, C checks whether the set〈Z, Ti, τH2
〉 is in the listLH2

or not. If not,C chooses a numberτH2
∈ Z∗

q

randomly, adds the set〈Z, Ti, τH2
〉 into the listLH2

and sendsτH2
to A. Otherwise,C directly sendsτH2

to A.

Sign query: After receiving the query with messageMi = {PIDi, Z, Ti} from A, C first chooses

four random numbersσ, Ti, hi,1, hi,2 ∈ Z∗
q , a random pointPID2

i in curveE, and calculatesPID1
i =

(σP−hi,2Ppub)/hi,1 to getPIDi = {PID1
i , P ID2

i }. Next,C adds the set〈PIDi, Ti, hi,1〉 and〈Zi, Ti, hi,2〉

into the listLH1
and LH2

respectively. And it is obviously that the above settings can ensure that the

simulation scheme is indistinguishable from the real scheme.

After receives the responses from the oracles defined above,A outputs a message{PIDi, Z, Ti, σi}

andC checks the validity of the message by equation (1). According to Forking Lemma [18] [41] ,A can

output another valid message{PIDi, Z, Ti, σi} if the above process is repeated with a different output of

H2 hash query, so thatC can get two valid signaturesσi = shi,1 + rihi,2 andσ
′

i = shi,1 + rih
′

i,2 that can

be used to calculate the valuex by following equation:



h
′

i,2σ−hi,2σ
′

hi,1(h
′

i,2−hi,2)
mod q = s

As a result,C can break the ECDLP within expected time less than120686QT/ε, whereε ≥ 10(R +

1)(R + Q)/q. However, it contradicts with the difficulty of solving the ECDLP. Therefore, the signature

scheme in our scheme is secure against forgery under the alternatively chosen message attack in the

random oracle model.

Theorem 2. If the MAC algorithm and ECDSA are both secure under adaptive chosen message attack,

the CSL broadcast process of our scheme is secure.

Proof. There are three possible methods to attack the CSL broadcast process for malicious attackers.

The first method is that the attacker may try to find a differentmessagem
′

i which has the same MAC

with the original message, i.e.,MACKi
(mi) = MACKi

(m
′

i). However, it is in contradiction with the

assumption that MAC algorithm is secure under adaptive chosen message attack. The second method is

that the attacker may intend to get the undisclosed key in order to fabricate a message with a valid MAC.

However, it is in contradiction with the one way property of hash function for which any adversary can

not break the key in polynomial time. The third method is thatthe attacker may attempt to disguise as CSP

to send a series of valid messages and MACs pair. However, CSPbroadcast the packet which contains

the initial keyK0 signed by its private key. As long as the private key of CSP is not disclosed, these

messages and MACs pair will be discarded by vehicles becauseof the initial key check failure.

B. Security Analysis

In this section, we show that our proposed scheme satisfies several security requirements.

1) Message Authentication:In our proposed scheme, the CSL broadcasted by CSP is securedby

TESLA algorithm. In Theorem 2, we have been shown that the authentication of CSL is guaranteed. And

the authentication of messages sent from vehicles is guaranteed by ECC-based signing algorithm that is

secure against adaptive chosen message attacks as shown in Theorem 1.

2) Request Privacy Preserving:After Vi determines its downloading request sequenceRSi, it sends

different encrypted requests to CSP and RSU respectively. For the requests sent to CSP, it needs to be

encrypted using AES encryption algorithm. As for the key forencryption, it is only known toVi and

CSP because of the computational difficulty of ECCDHP. For the encrypted requests sent to RSU, no one

knows the original plaintext because the random numberxi is confidential. It is noteworthy that although

RSU can not know the single original plaintext, it can still analyze the summary frequency information

based on a heap of ciphertext due to the usage of additive homomorphic encryption.



3) Resistance to DDoS attack:One of the frequent communication scenario in our scheme is the

CSL broadcast process which is carried out periodically. The attacker may attempt to produce many

invalid message-and-MAC pairs to produce computation-based Denial of Service attack. However, the

authentication of CSL is based on symmetric algorithm. The computation overhead of MAC and hash

chain checking are very low. As for other frequent communications, the signature of the messages is

ECC-based scheme which has very low computation overhead. Therefore, our scheme can resist DDoS

attack to the relatively large extent.

4) Identity Conditional Privacy Preserving:In our proposed scheme, the identity contained in the

message is vehicle’s pseudo identity instead of real identity, because the real identity contained in multiple

messages can be traced by malicious attackers which would cause the privacy leakage of the driver. The

pseudo identityPIDi of vehicle contains two parts, i.e.,PID1
i andPID2

i , wherePID1
i = ri · P and

PID2
i = RID⊕ h (ri · Ppub). The attacker can not extractri in the case of knownPID1

i andP because

of the computational difficulty of discrete logarithm problem(DLP). Without knowing the secret keyri,

malicious attackers can not get the real identityRID from PID1
i andPID2

i . However, TA should be

able to trace the real identity of vehicle because some vehicles may send malicious messages to interfere

with legal communication. In particular, TA can extractRID by PID1
i andPID2

i according to equation

(5).

PID2
i ⊕ h

(

s · PID1
i

)

= RID ⊕ h (ri · Ppub)⊕ h (s · ri · P )

= RID ⊕ h (ri · Ppub)⊕ h (ri · Ppub)

= RID

(5)

5) Replay Attack Resistance:In order to resist replay attack, the message receiver needsto check the

freshness of received message. LetTR indicate the message receiving time,Ti indicate the timestamp

contained in the message,∆t1 indicate the clock difference, and∆t2 indicate the network delay. The

message will be received only if|TR − Ti| < ∆t1 +∆t2.

6) Resistance to Man-in-the-middle Attack:For the downloading request sent from vehicles to CSP, it

is encrypted using AES encryption algorithm. Due to the security of AES (except for ECB mode), the

attacker can’t decrypt the encrypted request in polynomialtime without knowing the session key. So the

attacker may want to get the session key from the key agreement stage. However, the attacker can’t get

the session key because of the hardness of solving ECCDHP in polynomial time.



VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Computation Overhead Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the computation overhead of our proposed scheme brought by cryp-

tographic operations. We measured the computation overhead of several core operation using MIRACL

library [42] running on Intel i7-6700 processor and 8GB RAM.To measure the operation overhead, we con-

struct an additive group generated by a pointP on a non-singular elliptic curveE : y2 = x3+ax+b mod p,

and its order isq, wherep,q are two 160 bit prime numbers, anda, b ∈ Z∗
p . Based on the settings, we have

measured the average execution time of main cryptographic operations used in our scheme and found that

the scale multiplication operationx · P of ECC (Tsm−ecc) takes about 0.442 ms, the scale exponential

operationgx of a 2048-bit finite field (Tse) takes about 2.126 ms, and the hash function (Th) takes about

0.001 ms.

Using the measurements, the computation overhead of every part in our proposed scheme is as follows.

1) Vehicles: For our proposed scheme, the message receiver requiresn + 2 scalar multiplication

operations related to the ECC andn small scalar multiplication operations based on ECC to verify one

message signature. Therefore, the computation overhead for signature verification is(n + 2) Tsm−ecc +

nTsm−ecc−s = 0.4696n + 0.884 ms. Next, we analyze the request encryption overhead. For the request

sent to CSP, it needs to be encrypted based on AES-CBC encryption algorithm which costs less than

0.1ms, which is measured with Openssl library [43]. For the request sent to RSU, it needs to be encrypted

using homomorphic encryption which requires one scalar multiplication, i.e., 0.442ms. Last, we analyze

the CSL checking overhead. The main computation overhead ofCSL checking process contains one

ECDSA verification operation that costs 1.06 ms. It is noted that the computation overhead of hash chain

process is very small, so we neglect it.

2) RSU: We assume that RSU has receivedn messages. For the message sent from vehicle, the

single authentication process requires three scalar multiplication operations, which means that the total

message authentication overhead is1.326n ms. For the request aggregation process,n multiplication

operations are required, which means that the request aggregation process overhead is0.442n ms. For

the aggregated requests decryption process, one exponential operation is required, which means that the

aggregated requests decryption process overhead is2.126 ms. Hence the total computation overhead of

RSU is1.326n+ 0.442n+ 2.126 = 1.768n+ 2.126 ms.



3) CSP: For the request message sent from the vehicle, the single authentication process requires

three scalar multiplication operations which costs 1.326 ms. For the CSL generation process, one ECDSA

signing operation is required which costs 2.623 ms. As for the secret key agreement phase, three scalar

multiplication operations which cost 1.326 ms. Hence the total computation overhead of CSP is1.326n+

1.4 + 1.326n = 2.652n+ 1.4 ms.

B. Communication Overhead Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the communication overhead of our proposed scheme. We assume that

the sizes of the output of the hash function and timestamp are160 bits and 32 bits respectively. It is

worth noting that the security strength of 160 bits ECC is considered equivalent to that of 1024 bits RSA

cryptosystem. So an elliptic curve point in our scheme occupies 320 bits. The communication overhead

of vehicle and CSP in our scheme are shown as follows respectively.

1) Vehicle: An ordinary message sent from the vehicle contains five parts: pseudo identity, encrypted

request to RSU, encrypted request to CSP, timestamp and ECC signature. The pseudo identityPIDi of

vehicleVi contain two parts, i.e.,PID1
i andPID2

i wherePID1
i ∈ G, PID2

i ∈ Z∗
q . So the size of pseudo

identity is 320+ 160 = 480 bits. The size of the cipher related to homomorphic encryption in Z∗
n2 equals

to 2n. Let the number of vehicle in the proximity of RSU bem and the amount of content contained in

CSL beη. Hence the size of vehicle’s request equals to⌈ηlogm2 ⌉ bit. If we choose the size ofn to be

1024 bits, then the size of homomorphic encrypted request equals to 2048 bits. With PKCS7 [44], the

size of request which is encrypted by AES algorithm equals to128⌈(⌈ηlog2m⌉)/128 + 1⌉ bits. The sizes

of timestamp and ECC signature equal to 32 bits and 320 bits respectively.

2) CSP: The broadcast content of CSP mainly contains initial key broadcast and CSL broadcast. The

message for initial key broadcast is{Ti, K0, ECDSAsign(K0)} that occupies32 + 160 + 512 = 704

bits. The security part of message for CSL broadcast is{Ti,MACKi
(CSL ‖ Ti), Ki−1} that occupies

32 + 160 + 160 = 362 bits.

C. Experiment Analysis

In order to evaluate the network performance of our proposedscheme, we use three tools: OMNeT++

[45], Sumo [46] and Veins 4.6 [47]. OMNeT++ is an extensible,modular, component-based C++ simula-

tion library and framework, primarily for building networksimulators, which supports the simulation for

wired network and wireless ad-hoc network [48]. Sumo is an open-source, highly portable, microscopic



and continuous road traffic simulation package designed to handle large road networks. Veins acts as a

middleware between Omnet++ and Sumo. The network parameters are as shown in Table V. To assess

the network performance of our scheme, we consider two metrics: packet loss ratio and average message

transmission delay.

TABLE V
SIMULATION PARAMETER SETTINGSFOR OUR SCHEME

Parameters Values
Simulation Area 2500× 2500(m2)
Path Loss Model Two-Ray Interference Model
Obstacle Shadowing Model Simple Obstacle Shadowing Model
Max Interference Distance 2600m
Transmission Power 20mW
Data Transmission Rate 6Mbps
Sensitivity -89dBm
Thermal Noise -110dBm
Beacon Interval 1s
Downloading Request Interval 5s
Used Channel CCH
Max speed 40m/s
Max Number of Vehicle 50
Acceleration 10m/s2

Simulation Time 200s

1) Packet loss ratio:The packet loss ratio is defined as the ratio between the number of messages

dropped and the number of messages received by vehicle, which can be expressed as Equation (6) where

AV G(·) denotes averaging function,n denotes the number of vehicles,N i
received denotes the number of

messages received in MAC layer by vehicleVi andN i
lost denotes the number of lost messages in MAC

layer by vehicleVi.

PLR = AV G(

n
∑

i=1

N i
lost

N i
received +N i

lost

) (6)

Firstly, we analyze the relationship between the packet loss ratio and the size of content provided by

CSP. As we know, the core task of a vehicle is to broadcast beacons or BSMs (Basic Safety Messages)

to nearby vehicles to improve road safety in VANETs. However, data downloading service may disturb

regular beacon transmission, because large data downloading may occupy wireless channel in a long time

and then cause a high packet loss ratio. We compare the packetloss ratio with Hao et al.’s scheme [11]

and Lai et al.’s scheme [12], which are two representative schemes in secure data downloading/sharing

research area, as shown in Fig. 5a. From Fig. 5a, we can get a conclusion that our proposed has a lower



packet loss ratio. The reason why our scheme has a lower packet loss ratio is that vehicles retrieve content

from nearby ECVs directly in our scheme. But in Lai et al.’s scheme [11], the vehicle which has data

downloading request needs to download the data from severalproxy vehicles and relay vehicles in a chain

which could cause frequent channel contention.

Secondly, we analyze the relationship between packet loss ratio and average speed of vehicle and the

experimental results are as shown in Fig. 5b. From Fig. 5b, wecan observe two facts: 1) The three

schemes have similar trends and appropriate speed can bringrelatively low packet loss ratio; 2) More

vehicles involvement which aims to increase the downloading success rate brings higher packet loss ratio

for vehicles.

2) Transmission delay:The average transmission delay is defined as the average timecost to transmit

the message from the sender to the receiver, which can be expressed as Equation (7) wheren denotes

the number of vehicles,Ni denotes the number of messages received by vehicleVi, T
j
received denotes the

receiving time of messagemj by receiver andT j
send denotes the sending time of messagemj by sender.

Fig. 5c shows the relationship between average transmission delay and the size of the content provided by

CSP. We can find that the transmission delay in our scheme is lower than that of the other two schemes.

Fig. 5d shows the relationship between the average transmission delay and average speed of vehicles. We

can observe that the degree that the speed of vehicle affectstransmission delay is small.

ATD =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

(
1

Ni

Ni
∑

j=1

(T j
received − T j

send)) (7)

3) MAC layer busy time:As we know, the number of RSUs is always limited which means that the

burden on RSU is high. The MAC layer’s busy time reflects the degree of busyness. Fig. 5e shows the

relationship between the busy time of MAC layer of RSU and thesize of content provided by CSP. From

Fig. 5e, we can observe that the MAC layer busy time and the size of content provided by CSP approach

a linear relationship approximately, and our scheme bringsthe least burden on RSU compared with Hao

et al.’s and Lai et al.’s schemes.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Social media applications and real traffic information produce large amounts of data, which introduces

the data downloading scenario in VANETs. However, simply downloading from the infrastructure is not

quite efficient. In this paper, we have proposed a secure and efficient data downloading scheme based
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Fig. 5. (a) The relationship between packet loss ratio and the size of content provided by CSP, where the max speed of vehicle is 20m/s.
(b) The relationship between packet loss ratio and average speed of vehicle, where the size of requested data is 400KB. (c) The relationship
between average transmission delay and the size of content provided by CSP, where the max speed of vehicle is 20m/s. (d) The relationship
between average transmission delay and average speed of vehicle, where the size of requested data is 400KB. (e) The relationship between
MAC layer busy time of RSU and the size of content provided by CSP.

on edge computing. The RSU analyzes the data request frequency and determines the most popular data.

Further, the RSU caches these data in nearby ECVs, which are selected using a fuzzy-logic-based strategy.

If any vehicle wishes to download these popular data, it can be directly done from the nearby ECVs. This

method can increase the resource downloading efficiency without sacrificing the privacy of a vehicles

download request. Security analysis and simulation results demonstrated that the proposed scheme could

resist malicious attacks along with a good network performance.

In the future, we would work toward solving various issues insecure cooperative downloading research

areas. Firstly, we will design a lightweight and cryptography-based incentive mechanism to stimulate

cooperative downloading. Secondly, we will use dynamic allocation technology to solve the data allocation

issue of the cooperative downloading process. Thirdly, we will analyze the secure cooperative downloading

issue in 5G-based VANETs.
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